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Instrumental noise and detectivity analysis of photopyroelectric
destructive thermal-wave interferometry

Chinhua Wang and Andreas Mandelisa)
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A complete noise analysis of a two-beam photopyroelectric~thermal-wave! destructive
interferometric sensor instrument is presented and compared to its single-beam, noninterferometric
counterpart. The noise analysis is performed using a Green-function formalism applied to
experimental observations. The instrumental background noise contribution from the detector and
the amplifier is separated from the laser noise and the instrumental noise due to amplification
associated with different sensitivity scales. The latter serves as the source of comparison between
the two sensor configurations. It is found that the dc laser drift noise and low-frequency fluctuation
noise, which are dominant in the single-beam mode, are greatly reduced to the same order of
magnitude as the instrumental background noise in the two-beam mode. The system white noise
resulting from the incident laser beam and from the sensitivity scale~amplification! of the
demodulating lock-in amplifier are also examined in light of the experimental data. It is found that
the detectivityD* ~the inverse of the noise equivalent power!, of the instrument is enhanced by at
least 1 order of magnitude in the interferometric mode. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A new photothermal technique based on the photopy
electric~PPE! effect1 and called ‘‘purely thermal-wave inter
ferometry’’ has recently been developed.2 As already experi-
mentally demonstrated,3,4 this technique offers an efficien
differential methodology for measuring small signal var
tions in the presence of a large background signal, which
be completely suppressed~i.e., zero baseline signal!. The
technique experimentally exhibits much enhanced signal
namic range and much improved detectivity when compa
with the conventional single-beam PPE detection configu
tion. The enhancement of the signal dynamic range is o
ously due to the complete suppression of the large base
signal, which allows for a higher instrumental detectiv
than the single-beam configuration. The instrumental se
tivity can be adjusted to the magnitude of the small sig
change without being limited by the usually quite large ba
ground signal. However, the higher instrumental sensitiv
of the two-beam configuration does not measurably af
the magnitude and quality of incident signal and thus
instrumental signal-to-noise ratio~SNR!. Furthermore, nei-
ther the detectivityD* nor the SNR can be substantial
improved by increasing the instrumental sensitivity of t
single-beam configuration in the presence of a large ba
ground signal. Therefore, the observed strong improvem
of the detectivity in the two-beam configuration must be d
to the suppression of the noise level of the system, a
borne out in all our experiments. This conclusion has m
vated us to identify and analyze the relative contributions

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addessed; electronic
mandelis@mie.utoronto.ca
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noise sources in the system, so as to improve our underst
ing and optimize the design of our PPE thermal-wave int
ferometric instrument.

In this article, the noise sources of the PPE setup will
briefly reviewed and a quasiempirical theoretical model w
be developed to simulate and compare the relative noise
els between the conventional single-beam mode and the
beam interferometric mode, respectively.

II. NOISE SOURCES IN A PHOTOPYROELECTRIC
SENSOR INSTRUMENT

For quite some time pyroelectric detectors, on which
PPE effect is based, have been extensively studied du
their excellent performance as infrared radiation sensors
their ability to operate under ambient conditions.5–9 The
overall equivalent noise voltageDVN of a pyroelectric sys-
tem can be expressed as5

DVN5~DVT
21DVJ

21DVA
21DVi

21DV0
2!1/2, ~1!

whereDVT represents the spontaneous temperature fluc
tion noise about the average temperature in the detector;DVJ

is the Johnson~thermal! noise7 associated with the equiva
lent total resistance of the detecting circuit;DVA and DVi

represent, respectively, the voltage noise and the cur
noise of the amplifier that is connected to the detector;
DV0 is the noise accompanying the incident optical pow
The performance of the system is thus evaluated through
noise equivalent power~NEP, W/Hz1/2! and the detectivity
(D* , cm Hz1/2/W!, which are defined as

NEP5DVN /RV ~2!

and
il:
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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D* 5A1/2/NEP. ~3!

Here RV is the technical sensitivity of the system.5,8 It is
defined as the ratio of radiant power incident on the sys
over a corresponding readout of the instrument. For a gi
instrumental system~the detector and the amplifier!, the
technical sensitivity of the system is a constant.A is the
effective area of the detector~cm2! receiving the signal-
inducing energy. In Eq.~1!, the first four noise sources orig
nate in the detector itself and the amplifier circuit system
the incident energy is assumed to be free of noise~i.e.,
DV050!, the minimum possible NEP and the maximu
possibleD* of the system can be obtained based on
overall noise level determined by the detector and the am
fier only. However, in practice, the detectivity of the syste
is usually much lower than the maximum possible detec
ity. One of the reasons is that noiseDV0 from the incident
energy source is usually much higher than the overall no
generated by the detector and the amplifier, and therefor
is usually the dominant factor limiting the measurement s
sitivity of the system.10 Much effort has been expended
overcome source noise. The ratio and the subtraction m
ods using two detectors, or external electronic ratioi
subtracting devices using a single detector, are two
quently used methods. These methods have been succe
in reducing the overall noise to a level limited by the detec
and amplifier noise, if a specially designed device
employed.10 From this viewpoint, the recently develope
PPE interferometric technique comprises a different m
surement scheme, in which a differential measuremen
implemented within a single pyroelectric detector in re
time, with no need for external ratioing or subtractin
device.2–4

Comparing the measurement results between the
destructive interferometric~differential! two-beam method
and its counterpart single-beam configuration, it is rec
nized that the SNR andD* improvement in the former
scheme must be due to the suppression of laser noiseDV0 ,
since all other detector and the amplifier noise sources
main the same in both schemes. Therefore, it becomes
portant to explain how the two-beam interferometric sche
reduces the incident noiseDV0 , and drastically improves the
detectivity of the measurement over the single-beam meth

III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF PPE SIGNAL AND
NOISE GENERATION

A. Modulated PPE output from a PVDF detector

For the purposes of noise analysis, a simple geometr
the essentials of PPE thermal-wave interferometry~TWI! is
shown in Fig. 1, in which a pyroelectric polyvinylidene fluo
ride ~PVDF! thin film detector is directly exposed to th
ambient gas as shown. Both surfaces of the PVDF dete
are coated with metallic coatings used as signal output e
trodes. The PPE signal is proportional to the average ac t
perature of the PVDF detector.1 It is governed by the hea
conduction equation in the PVDF detector, subject to app
priate boundary conditions. Neglecting radial diffusio
effects,1,2 for the usual case of a broad laser beam waist~;1
Downloaded 18 Jul 2008 to 128.100.49.17. Redistribution subject to AIP
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mm! compared to the thermal diffusion length~on the order
of microns! in the PVDF,1,2 the appropriate one-dimension
heat transfer equation has the form:

]2T~x,t !

]x2 2
1

ap

]T~x,t !

]t
52

S~x,t !

kp
, ~4!

wherekp andap are the thermal conductivity and the the
mal diffusivity of the PVDF detector, respectively.S(x,t)
represents the rate of local thermal power generation per
volume

S~x,t !5~12R12A1!bp@ I 11N1~ t !#exp~2bpx!

3exp~ j vt !1~12R22A2!bp@ I 21N2~ t !#

3exp@2bp~d2x!#exp@ j ~vt1w!#. ~5!

In Eq. ~5!, R1 , A1 and R2 , A2 are the reflectivity and ab
sorptivity of the front and rear metal-coated surfaces of
PVDF element, respectively;bp is the optical absorption co
efficient of the PVDF~cm21!; I 1 , I 2 represent the intensitie
of the two incident laser beams on opposite sides of
element;N1(t), N2(t) are noise sources introduced by ea
laser beam, expressed as functions of time. The most gen
boundary conditions atx50 andx5d of the PVDF element
are the so-called third-kind boundary conditions

kp

]T~x,t !

]nt
1hiT~x,t !5hiT`1 f i~ t !,

i 51,2 for x50 and d, ~6!

wherehi is the heat transfer coefficient;T` is the ambient
temperature;f i(t) represents a prescribed heat flux~W/m2! at
the boundary;ni is an outward normal from the one
dimensional volume of interest,@0,d#, at boundary~i!. In
most of cases, the temperature gradient between the P
and the ambient gas is very small, so that the terms pro
tional to hi due to convection can be neglected.11 The terms
(12Rj2Aj )5Tj , j 51,2 in Eq.~5! represent the bulk trans
mitted optical power past the metal-coated surfaces. HerTj

is the metal-coated electrode transmittance. The surfa
themselves, however, are sources of thermal-wave pro
tion and transport into the bulk of the PVDF sensor by me
of their absorptanceAj . These sources are incorporated in
the formalism by means of the following boundary cond
tions:

FIG. 1. Geometry of a PPE thermal-wave interferometer for noise and
tectivity analysis.
 license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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kp

]T

]ni
5 f i~ t !, i 51,2 for x50 and d. ~7!

These constitute boundary conditions of the second k
~Neumann! where, for the case of PPE TWI the front- an
back-surface fluxes are, respectively,

f 1~ t !5A1@ I 11N1~ t !#exp~ j vt !, ~8!

f 2~ t !5A2@ I 21N2~ t !#exp@ j ~vt1w!#. ~9!

Therefore, the boundary conditions at the front and the r
surfaces of the PVDF can be expressed as

2kp

]T~x,t !

]x
5A1@ I 11N1~ t !#exp~ j vt ! at x50, ~10!

kp

]T~x,t !

]x
5A2@ I 21N2~ t !#exp@ j ~vt1w!# at x5d. ~11!

Solving the boundary-value problem defined by Eqs.~4!,
~10!, and~11!, the temperature field within the PVDF dete
tor may be derived. Due to the time-dependent nature of
noise sources,N1(t) and N2(t), which appear in both hea
conduction equationandboundary conditions, the method o
separation of variables is not applicable. Therefore,
Green-function method is employed to solve this bounda
value problem.

The Green-function solution to the one-dimensional h
conduction in the rectangular coordinate system can be w
ten as12
om
er

e
an
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ap

kp
E

t50

t

dtE
x850

d

S~x8,t!G~x,tux8,t!dx8

~volume energy generation!

1apE
t50

t F f 1~t!

k
G~x,tu0,t!

1
f 2~t!

k
G~x,tud,t!Gdt

~boundary conditions/surface energy generation!.

~12!

In the PPE TWI case, the contribution from the initia
condition term has been neglected due to the periodic h
conduction.S(x,t), and f i(t), (i 51,2) are given in Eqs.~5!,
~8!, and~9!, respectively.G(x,tux8,t) in Eq. ~12! represents
the Green function, which is mathematically unique for
given geometry and a given set of homogenous bound
conditions. For a plate with homogeneous Neumann bou
ary conditions on both surfaces, the Green function has
following form:12

G~x,tux8,t!5
1

d F112 (
m51

`

e2m2p2ap~ t2t!/d2

3cosS mpx

d D cosS mpx8

d D G . ~13!

Substituting the Green function and the boundary conditi
into Eq. ~12!, we obtain the temperature distribution with
the PVDF
T~x,t !5
ap

kp
E

t50

t

dtE
x850

d

$~12R12A1!bp@ I 11N1~t!#ej vte2bpx81~12R22A2!bp@ I 21N2~t!#ej ~vt1w!e2bp~d2x8!%

3
1

d F112 (
m51

`

e2m2p2ap~ t2t!/d2
cosS mpx

d D cosS mpx8

d D Gdx8

1apE
t50

t H A1@ I 11N1~t!#ej vt

kp
3

1

d F112 (
m51

`

e2m2p2ap~ t2t!/d2
cosS mpx

d D G
1

A2@ I 21N2~t!#ej ~vt1w!

kp
3

1

d F112 (
m51

`

e2m2p2ap~ t2t!/d2
cosS mpx

d D cos~mp!G J dt. ~14!
s of
Assuming a short thermal time constant5 compared with the
inverse of the modulation frequency, the output signal fr
the PVDF detector is the thickness average of the temp
ture field1

VPVDF~v,t !5Q1~v!E
0

d

T~x,t,v!dx, ~15!

where Q1(v) is an instrumental constant including th
physical parameters of the PVDF and the electrical const
a-

ts

of the circuit. After the integration of Eq.~15!, the PPE out-
put signal from a PVDF detector is

VPVDF~v,t !5Q1~v!
ap

kp
E

t50

t

$P1~A1 ,R1 ,bp!

3@ I 11N1~t!#ej vt1P2~A2 ,R2 ,bp!

3@ I 21N2~t!#ej ~vt1w!%dt, ~16!

whereP1,2(A1,2,R1,2,bp)5A1,21(12e2bpd)(12R1,22A1,2)
are constants related to surface and bulk optical propertie
 license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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the PVDF. Equation~16! provides the desired explicit a
PPE interferometric signal generated by the PVDF detec
This equation shows that the PPE output signal depend
photothermal properties of the PVDF detector, on the int
sities of the two incident laser beams, as well as on
corresponding noise sources. The modulated ac signal is
fed into a lock-in amplifier~LIA !, a mixer and low-pass filte
combination, which demodulates it into amplitude and ph
signals.

B. Demodulated PPE signal LIA output

LIAs use a technique known as phase-sensitive detec
to single out the component of the signal at a specific re
ence frequency and phase. Noise signals at frequencies
than the reference frequency are rejected and do not a
the measurement.13,14 Generally, a LIA contains four main
parts: signal input channel, reference channel, multip
~mixer!, and low-pass filter~capacitor–resistor integrator!. A
modulated periodic noised signal inputs(t) is multiplied by
~mixed with! a reference signalr (t). This wave form is usu-
ally generated internally in digital LIAs. The multiplie
product of the signal and the reference is subsequently fe
a low-pass filter to form an averaged and demodulated
output signal. The operating mechanism of a LIA can
broadly outlined as follows: the noised signal wave for
modulated at frequencyv1 ~amplitudeAs and phasef!, is
assumed to be accompanied by noisen(t), which could be
generated by the sensor element or by the electronics

s~ t !5@As1n~ t !#sin~v1t1f!. ~17!

The reference signal is usually expressed as a sine wa15

with an angular frequencyv2 :

r ~ t !5Ar sinv2t. ~18!

These two signals are then multiplied and low-pass filter
resulting in the demodulated output signalVLIA (v) from the
LIA.

VLIA ~v,t !5~1/Tm!E
0

Tm
Ar@As1n~ t !#

3sin~v1t1f!sin~v2t !dt

5~AsAr /Tm!E
0

Tm
sin~v1t1f!

3sin~v2t !dt1~Ar /Tm!

3E
0

Tm
n~ t !sin~v1t1f!sin~v2t !dt, ~19!

whereTm is the average signal sampling~integration! time
determined by the RC time constant of the low-pa
filter,16,17 which should be set larger thanT5max(2p/v1,2)
in order to obtain an undistorted~‘‘true’’ ! output. It is seen
from Eq. ~19! that the final output of the LIA contains tw
terms: the first term is the contribution from the harmon
signal; the second term is the noise contribution to the
modulated output. Owing to the orthogonality of sine-wa
functions, the first term is always zero ifv1Þv2 . However,
Downloaded 18 Jul 2008 to 128.100.49.17. Redistribution subject to AIP
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if v15v2([v), the average value of the first term yields
dc output proportional to the Fourier coefficient of the pe
odic signal, the frequency of which isexactly that of the
reference. Equation~19! can thus be rewritten as

VLIA ~v,t !5
1

2
AsAr cosf1~Ar /Tm!E

0

Tm
n~ t !sin~vt1f!

3sin~vt !dt; v15v2~[v!. ~20!

Equation~20! shows that the LIA output,for an input signal
of the same frequency as the reference signal, is proportional
to the oscillating input signal vector componentAs cosf.
With the help of the phase shifter~common in modern two-
channel LIAs, the amplitudeAs and the phasef of the signal
can be simultaneously determined if the reference amplit
Ar is known.15 Equation ~20! further indicates that in the
presence of noise, the output signal is accompanied b
noise-integral,Tm-dependent term. The degree of noise
duction depends on the nature of the input noise. For w
noise ~high-frequency random fluctuation!, the averaged
value of the noise term is virtually zero, if the integratio
time Tm is long enough when compared with the signal wa
form repetition periodT052p/v. If the input noise is a slow
signal drift ~usually due to electronics!, it can partially pass
through the lock-in amplifier, depending on the relative v
ues of the integration time constantTm and the inverse of the
noise drift rate. For a givenTm , the slower the drift, the
larger the amount passing through the LIA. Theoretica
the output of a LIA may be completely free of white nois
andslow noise drift, provided the integration time is infinit
However, the larger the integration time, the slower the L
response. Therefore, in practice a compromise is sought,
noise reduction can be controlled by employing the app
priateTm as shown in Eq.~20!. As a result, the actual outpu
of a LIA is always accompanied by noise which is, howev
much smaller than the input noise. For the low-pass filte
very good approximation of the integration time is th
operator-controlled instrumental time constant of the LIA17

Turning to the PPE signal-generation problem, the noi
PVDF sensor signal voltage,VPVDF(v,t), given explicitly in
Eq. ~16!, is directly input to the LIA. Thus, the demodulate
output signal is

VLIA ~v!5~1/Tm!E
0

Tm
VPVDF~v,t !sin~vt !dt. ~21!

IV. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE
NATURE OF LASER INTENSITY-FLUCTUATION NOISE

Before we go to the detailed theoretical simulation, w
first introduce the schematic of the experimental system u
for destructive interferometric PPE detection2–4 on which the
present noise analysis is based. Figure 2 shows a simpl
experimental setup. Two laser beams, which are split off o
single He–Ne laser~Model 05-LHP-925, Melles Griot! and
modulated at the same frequency, are incident directly o
the front and rear surfaces of a PVDF detector, as show
Fig. 1. The relative intensities of the two beams can be
justed by a linear intensity attenuator, and the phase s
between the two beams is precisely controlled by adjustin
 license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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mechanical chopper~EG&G Model 192!. The PPE signal
from the PVDF is fed into a lock-in amplifier~EG&G,
Model 5210!, which is controlled by a PC. Single-beam
two-beam~interferometric! thermal-wave measurements c
be easily performed by simply blocking or unblocking t
rear laser beam, respectively. Only laser-related noise wil
considered in the theoretical simulation, since this is
main source of signal-generation difference between
foregoing two types of measurements.

To understand the noise characteristics of the PPE in
ferometric system, a description of the laser-intensity fl
tuation ~noise! componentsN1(t) andN2(t), which appear
in Eq. ~16!, is necessary. Figure 3 shows a typical intens
output of the He–Ne laser source measured with a phot
ode to observe output beam stability over a long period. T
intensity was monitored aftera 2 h warmup. The intensity is
seen to fluctuate with time about a mean value and the va
tions can be considered to constitute ‘‘noise’’ accompany
a constant intensity output. In view of Fig. 3, three types
noise can be identified:

~1! dc drift. This instability usually arises mainly from
changes in the operating temperature of the laser pla
tube over the entire duration of the measurement. It u
ally increases slowly and steadily with time.

~2! Low-frequency oscillation VLF . Over the measuremen
time of several hours, the output intensity oscillates v
slowly. This noise may arise from several factors, su
as changes in ambient temperature and electrical
cesses in the laser power supply. It is seen that this n
variation is much larger than the dc drift.

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental PPE setup for single-b
and two-beam measurements.

FIG. 3. Experimental intensity measurement of a He–Ne laser.
Downloaded 18 Jul 2008 to 128.100.49.17. Redistribution subject to AIP
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~3! White noise VW . This is the most commonly encoun
tered noise in all optical and electronic measurement18

including PPE detection. By ‘‘white noise’’ we mean
high-frequency random fluctuation with zero mean. Th
noise is mainly due to thermal and/or shot noise in el
tronic components and circuits, as well as to spontane
emission and mode hopping in the laser cavity.19

Comparing the contributions from the three aforeme
tioned noise sources in Fig. 3, it is clear that the dc drift a
the low-frequency oscillationVLF dominate the overall noise
characteristics of the laser output. White noiseVW , on the
other hand, contributes very little to the overall noise.
addition, the discussion in Sec. III B above shows that
LIA is more effective in reducing or eliminating white nois
than low-frequency oscillations and dc drifts. Therefore, it
important to understand the extent of the noise reduc
capabilities of a LIA with respect to the latter two nois
sources, i.e., dc drift and low-frequency drift. Contributio
from white noise will be neglected in the following discu
sion.

V. SEMIEMPIRICAL SIMULATIONS OF NOISE
SOURCES IN PPE OUTPUT

Based on the experimental laser response, the ove
noise from the laser source of the PPE instrument in Fig
can be expressed as a summation of dc drift and lo
frequency oscillation drift. The dc drift can be written as
linear function of time, while the low-frequency drift can b
represented by a sum of sinusoids of different freque
components.15,18 Therefore, the overall noiseN(t) and the
total intensity outputI (t) ~noise included! from the laser can
be analytically expressed as

N~ t !5C0t1(
n

Cn cos~2p f nt1un! ~22!

and

I ~ t !5I 01N~ t !. ~23!

In Eq. ~22!, the first term represents the dc drift and t
second term is the low-frequency periodic drift, Fig. 3.C0

~unit: s21! and Cn are constants.f n ~unit Hz! and un ~unit:
rad! are the frequencies and the phases, respectively, of
noise components. In Eq.~23!, I 0 represents a constant in
tensity output. Figure 4 shows a theoretical simulation of
laser output using Eq.~23!. The parameters used in the sim
lation are:I 05610 (a.u.),C050.16, andn55. For the vari-
ous frequency components (n51 – 5), Cn510– 0.6n; f n

50.003 05(n21)2; and un50.2pn. These parameters giv
a generalized theoretical intensity output similar to the
perimental results of Fig. 3, in the sense that the noise t
record features a monotonic dc drift and an adjustable lo
frequency oscillation with a magnitude of 48 a.u.

To simulate the output of the PVDF detector, followe
by the LIA output in the double-beam configuration of Fig.
and in the framework of Eq.~23!, we recall that fully de-

m
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structive thermal-wave interference occurs when the inte
ties of the two beams are adjusted to be equal, and the p
shift between the two beams is adjusted by the mechan
chopper, such that the phase shift between the front b
and the rear beam is exactly 180°. This physically means
the front and rear beams are allowed to pass through
chopper and impinge onto the respective surfaces of
PVDF element alternately. This type of beam modulat
scheme amounts to a zero sum thermal-wave flux out of
PVDF film at all times, as the front outflux during theoff half

FIG. 4. Theoretical simulation of intensity fluctuations of a laser beam
e
is

b

Downloaded 18 Jul 2008 to 128.100.49.17. Redistribution subject to AIP
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cycle is always precisely balanced out by the back infl
during theon half cycle. The result is a constant therm
content of the film and yields zero LIA output, which
interpreted as completely destructive PPE thermal-w
interference.2 Therefore, the noised intensities of the fro
and the rear beams in Eq.~16! can be represented as
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In Eq. ~25!, T0(52p/v) is the modulation period of the
mechanical chopper. Substituting Eqs.~24! and~25! into Eq.
~16! and the result into Eq.~21!, the output signal from the
PVDF detector before the LIA, and the demodulated sig
output from the LIA may be calculated numerically. To sim
plify the two-dimensional numerical integral in Eq.~21!, first
the one-dimensional integral of Eq.~16! may be calculated
by substituting Eqs.~24! and ~25! into Eq. ~16!. This equa-
tion then becomes
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h
ase
wherevn52p f n is the angular frequency of thenth noise
component,I 15I 250.5I 0 , and

F i 1,i 25H 0, i 51

vn~T0/2!6w, i 52.
~27!

Equation ~26! explicitly gives the time dependence of th
output signal from a PVDF detector in the presence of no
wave forms of the type described by Eq.~22! from both
incident laser beams. The LIA signal output can now
e

e

calculated by substitutingVPVDF(v,t) in Eq. ~26! into Eq.
~21!.

A. Simulation of noised single-beam PPE output
signal

Equation~26! holds for the general case of Fig. 1, whic
includes the front and rear incident laser beams, ph
shifted by w. However, if the rear beam is absent, i.e.,I 2

50, thenN2(t)50, or directly P250. Equation~26! now
reduces to the single-beam case
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Figure 5 shows the single-beam modulated PPE signal f
the PVDF as a function of time before the LIA. In the ca
culation, the modulation frequencyf 510 Hz, I 150.5I 0 , and
both constants related to the instrumental fact
Q(v)ap /kp , and P1 were assumed to be unity. All othe
parameters are the same as in Fig. 4. Note that the PV
output signal is periodic, with frequency equal to the mod
lation frequency. The structure of this periodic signal is ma
nified in Fig. 5~b!, showing the thermal wave between 0 a
2 s. The noise envelope, including the dc drift and the lo
frequency oscillation, can be seen as the amplitude fluc
tion in Fig. 5~a!. The PVDF signal is then input to the LIA
the output of which is obtained by performing the integrati
in Eq. ~21!. The integration timeTm was set to 1.0 s in the
calculation, which is our experimental LIA filter time con
stant. The demodulated signal output from the LIA is sho
in Fig. 6. Both dc drift and low-frequency noise are seen
pass through the LIA without significant reduction. Th

FIG. 5. ~a! Signal output of the PVDF detector~LIA input!, single-beam;~b!
details of~a! showing the periodic oscillation between 0 and 2 s.
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noise envelope, which was assumed to originate at the i
dent laser beam,~Fig. 4! comprises approximately 7.4% o
the instrumental output, compared with 7.8% in the incid
beam of Fig. 4. A similar conclusion applies to the dc dri
The ratio of the amplitude of the dc driftdV over the signal
level V0 in the final output~11.2%! is basically the same a
that (dI /I 0) in the incident beam~11.4%!.

B. Simulation of noised two-beam „interferometric …

PPE output signal

In the case of two-beam fully destructive interferenc
we haveI 15I 250.5I 0 , and the phase shiftw5180°. By us-
ing the same parameters and the same normalized cons
as with the single-beam mode, i.e.,Q(v)ap /kp5P15P2

51, we obtain the results shown in Fig. 7, the PVDF sign
calculated from Eq.~26!, and in Fig. 8, the LIA demodulated
output signal calculated from Eq.~21! using Eq.~26! in the
integrand. The PVDF signal in the two-beam mode is a
periodic at the frequencyf 5v/2p. Details of the oscillation
in Fig. 7~a! between 0 and 2 s are magnified in Fig. 7~b!.
Inspection of Figs. 5 and 7 immediately shows that the la
PVDF single-beam signal has been suppressed by;3 orders
of magnitude in Fig. 7. Furthermore, the dc drift envelope
Fig. 5 has disappeared from Fig. 7. Further quantitative co
parison between the single-beam and two-beam cases ca
made by examining the final demodulated signals from
LIA, Figs. 6 and 8, respectively. The two-beam LIA outp
signal is completely free of the dc drift, in sharp contra
with the single-beam case. The amplitude of the lo
frequency two-beam noise is reduced by about 120 times
than the single-beam noise. In agreement with our exp
ments, it is concluded that the background signal level of

FIG. 6. Signal output from a lock-in amplifier in single-beam mode.
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single-beam case is nearly completely cancelled out in
two-beam destructive interferometric mode. The latter
shown to be a powerful differential measurement techni
for suppressing large baseline photothermal signals, as
as electronic dc drifts and low-frequency laser-genera
noise, using only a single PVDF detector.

C. The effect of LIA sensitivity scales on PPE white
noise

In the foregoing discussion, white noise from laser-be
fluctuations~e.g., pointing noise! was ignored, considering
its very small contribution to the overall signal output noi

FIG. 7. ~a! Signal output of the PVDF detector~LIA input! in two-beam
fully destructive interferometric mode;~b! magnified details of~a! showing
the periodic oscillation between 0 and 2 s.

FIG. 8. LIA signal output in the two-beam destructive interferometric mo
Downloaded 18 Jul 2008 to 128.100.49.17. Redistribution subject to AIP
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based on experimental observations. Neglecting this typ
noise can be further rationalized by considering that a LIA
a much more efficient filter for suppressing white noise th
dc drift or low-frequency noise.14,17 In this section, white
noise from the LIA itself and its contribution to the overa
system noise will be discussed as a function of the amp
cation stage~sensitivity scale! selected for a given PPE mea
surement. As a consequence of the nature of the single-b
and the two-beam fully destructive interferometric measu
ments, very different LIA sensitivity scales are used for ea
measurement. In the former case, as shown in Fig. 6, a m
lower sensitivity scale must be used to match the large b
line signal. Different sensitivity scales of a LIA introduc
different levels of white noise to the measurements due
different amplification stages. Figure 9 shows actual no
time records of the same input using different sensitivities
the LIA ~EG &G, Model 5210!. The signal source used i
the experiment is a PVDF thin film detector~no incident.

FIG. 9. Experimental noise level of EG&G 5210 LIA at various sensitiv
scales.
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laser beam!, installed in a closed box to reduce external o
tical and thermal noise. For such a noise source the
output represents the noise limit of the measurement sys
It can be seen that the noise amplitude increases mono
cally with the LIA sensitivity scale. To quantify this relation
ship, the experiment was repeated by using a different n
source. The PVDF detector was taken out of the closed
and into the open air. Plots of the LIA noise amplitude v
sus LIA sensitivity scale for both experiments are shown
Fig. 10. As expected, the unshielded PVDF produces hig
overall output noise. In view of the fact that the noise sou
remained unchanged for all LIA sensitivity ranges, the o
served noise increase can only originate in the amplifica
electronics of the LIA itself at each sensitivity scale. Inde
the LIA sensitivity is set by adjusting the gains of both inp
and output amplifiers. The input amplifiers are ac coupl
but the output amplifiers are dc coupled.13 dc coupled ampli-
fiers commonly exhibit thermal noise and dc drift with tim
the effects of which are suitably amplified as the dc g
increases. Changing the LIA sensitivity results in redistrib
tion of ac and dc gains between the signal channel~ac am-
plifier! and the output~dc amplifier!.13,14 For a lower sensi-
tivity, the ac gain in the signal channel is reduced, while
dc gain in the output channel is increased~amplified! accord-
ingly, so as to keep the overall gain the same. Therefor
lower LIA sensitivity results in a larger noise. In most of o
measurements, the signal levels were, typically, 3–10
~single beam! and 0.5mV ~destructive interferometric two
beam!. Consistent with Fig. 10, the PPE single-beam wh
noise level caused by lower sensitivity of the LIA was;six
times higher than that of the two-beam case, using 10
and 10mV sensitivity scales, respectively.

VI. PPE DESTRUCTIVE INTERFEROMETRIC
DETECTIVITY ENHANCEMENT

The detectivity enhancement in two-beam destruct
PPE interferometry is based on experimental evidenc3,4

The experimental setup is as shown in Fig. 2. Experime
were conducted in the following sequence: Before turn
the laser beam onto the PVDF, the background noise of
system was measured using a lock-in sensitivity of 10mV.
This noise consists of contributions from detector and am
fier represented by the first four terms in Eq.~1!. The LIA
output is shown in Fig. 11~a!. Then, the two oppositely di

FIG. 10. Experimental noise amplitude of the LIA output vs LIA sensitivi
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rected laser beams were introduced and the relative inten
was adjusted to the fully destructive interferometric mod
The LIA output was on the same sensitivity scale~10 mV!,
shown in Fig. 11~b!. Subsequently, the rear incident bea
was blocked and the output was recorded in Fig. 11~c!. In
this case, the sensitivity of the lock-in was changed to 10 m
to match the large signal. Comparing Figs. 11~a!, 11~b!, and
11~c! it is concluded that the LIA output signal in the full
destructive configuration, Fig. 11~b!, was virtually at the in-
strumental noise baseline, in the range 0.6–0.7mV. This is
an increase of only about 0.2mV compared to the noise
output without laser excitation, Fig. 11~a!, in the range of
0.4–0.5mV. This noise increase is due to the introduction
the two out-of-phase laser beams and demonstrates the
eficial effect of baseline suppression. In Fig. 11~c!, a large
LIA output ~;2.9 mV! is accompanied by an increase
noise level to a mean value of;30 mV. This shows that the
noise level originated from laser-induced fluctuation in t
single-beam mode is about 150~530 mV/0.2 mV! times
larger than in the interferometric mode. This experimen
result is in good agreement with the foregoing semiempiri
theoretical analysis. Recall that the input noise levels
sumed in the theoretical development were chosen so a
match experimentally observed noise. The analysis predic
120-fold increase of the laser-induced low-frequency no
in the single-beam mode~Fig. 6! over the two-beam mode
~Fig. 8!. It is seen from Figs. 11~b! and 11~c! that the overall
noise level~including all types of noise: laser-induced flu
tuation noise, system background noise, and white no
from the LIA! in the single-beam mode is more than 4
times ~530 mV/0.7 mV! higher than that in the two-beam
interferometric mode. Therefore, the NEP of the interfe

FIG. 11. PPE demodulated signal output and the overall system noise e
ation for various instrumental operation modes:~a! system background
noise, laser beams blocked;~b! signal output and accompanying noise
fully destructive interferometric mode, with two laser beams on;~c! signal
output and accompanying noise with a single laser beam on.
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metric configuration is about 40 times less than that in
single-beam method. Accordingly, the detectivity,D* , Eq.
~3!, is enhanced by the same factor.

It is possible to correlate the enhancement ofD* to the
figure of merit~FOM! of the system. For the instrument i
Fig. 2, the system FOM is defined as the ratio of the o
beam to the two-beam PPE signal amplitude. According
experimental results in Fig. 11, the overall noise outpu
related to the signal amplitude for a given configuration. F
the single-beam outputs

DVN15zS1 , ~29!

whereS1 is the signal amplitude, andz is the percentage o
the system noise output~largely laser-induced low-frequenc
noise, Fig. 3!. In the two-beam destructive interferometr
mode, the baseline suppression essentially eliminates al
the residual low-frequency noise as shown in Fig. 8. T
overall noise level can be taken as the minimum detecta
signal level,S2 , i.e.,

DVN25S2 . ~30!

Therefore, the detectivity enhancementDD* under destruc-
tive interferometric operation is

DD* 5z3~S1 /S2!5z3FOM. ~31!

This result has been validated in the case of a destruc
interferometric PPE hydrogen sensor.4 In that case, we em
ployed a PVDF thin film as the transducer. The PVDF
coated with NiAl metals on one surface~reference coating!
and palladium metal on the other~H2 sensitive coating!. By
employing the fully destructive thermal-wave interferomet
mode, we detected a trace hydrogen level of about 100 p
if a 53.4 nm palladium coating is used. As a comparison,
measurement was also conducted in the single-beam m
which shows a detection limit of about 0.2% hydrogen co
centration. From our measurements, the coeffici
z50.007 43, as determined from single-beam results. The
perimental FOM was 3300. Therefore, Eq.~31! yields a 24-
fold enhancement inD* , which compares well with the ob
servedDD* 520.

VII. DISCUSSION

Based on experimental observations, a semiempir
quantitative PPE instrumental noise and detectivity the
has been developed to compare thermal-wave destructiv
terferometric and conventional single-beam operations.
observed significant noise suppression in the interferome
scheme has been shown to be due to effective LIA filter
of the laser-induced dc drift and low-frequency noise. The
drift is essentially completely suppressed, whereas the l
frequency noise is decreased by more than 120-fold over
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of the single-beam mode. White noise introduced by a LIA
also reduced, under interferometric PPE operation, typic
more than six fold. A FOM for the PPE interferometer w
established, its relationship with the instrumental detectiv
was found, and the detectivity enhancement was calcula

As a consequence, the photopyroelectric thermal-w
interferometer provides a sensitive, LIA-signal baselin
suppression method. The LIA effectively suppresses
overall instrumental noise due to laser-source beam inten
fluctuations, as well as its own internal white noise throu
optimized sensitivity scale selection. Such an optimizat
becomes possible as a result of the baseline suppression
expected that the destructive PPE interferometer will beco
a useful tool for optical, scanning imaging, and thermophy
cal studies, including novel gas sensors.
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